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Our group performs research on BioMEMS, applying microfabrication technology to illuminate
biological systems, especially at the cellular level. Specifically, we develop technologies that are
used to manipulate cells or make measurements from them. Our research builds upon various
disciplines: electrical engineering, microfabrication, bioengineering, surface science, fluid
mechanics, mass transport, etc. We take a quantitative approach to designing our technology,
using both analytical and numerical modeling to gain fundamental understanding of the
technologies that we create. We then take our designs through microfabrication to packaging and
testing and to biological assay. Our applications have a strong emphasis on stem cell biology
and cell screening.
1. Electrical cell manipulation for cell cytometry
Sponsors
NIH NCRR
Singapore-MIT Alliance
Project Staff
Brian Taff, Hari Singhal
The goal of this research is the
development of a microfabricated
platform that uses electrical forces
to control the placement and/or
sorting of multiple single-cell
populations (Figure 1). In this
fashion, we can perform assays
that
directly
compare
the
responses
of
multiple
cell
populations at the single-cell level,
or, with sorting, can isolate cells
based upon complex phenotypic
information, such as localization or
dynamic information.

Figure 1: A generic single-cell manipulation platform. In such
devices individual cells are organized in unique addressable
locations for a host of different analyses. As an example
format, we show a two-dimensional array of traps. In functional
form, we aim to localize distinct cell populations to various
portions of the device surface. After loading the traps, we can
interrogate the array optically to monitor cross-population
responses, and in certain implementations, cells with
phenotypes of interest can be sorted for off-chip study.
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The key technological advance needed for this system is a method of electrically position cells,
for which we use dielectrophoresis (DEP). DEP refers to the force on a cell in a non-uniform
electric field. Depending on the properties of cell, media, and applied electric field, DEP forces
can either propel cells toward field maxima (positive DEP or p-DEP) or minima (negative DEP or
n-DEP) enabling stable holding responses. DEP methods are well-suited for microfabricationbased processes as they incorporate electrode geometries that effectively exert forces on cellsized objects and scale well for arrayed applications.
We
have
recently
developed
a
new
trapping approach that
combines
electrical
manipulation
with
hydrodynamic
manipulation
to
manipulate and sort
cells
(Figure
2).
Hydrodynamic
weirs
mechanically
cradle
individual
cells
in
specific
on-chip
locations and passively
load
by
simply
"catching" cells from
passing fluids in onchip flow chambers.

Figure 2: (A) provides a schematic outline of our electrically active
hydrodynamic weir platform. We fabricate the devices on silicon substrates
and use patterned aluminum electrodes to dielectrophoretically modulate
loading or removal. (B) and (C) respectively show enlargements of passive
and active weir architectures including false-colored SEMs. The central
electrode in the active geometries enables the DEP exclusion force
indicated by the red arrows. scale bar = 25 µm.

While we previously demonstrated the functionality of these devices, in the past year we have
been focused on understanding the hydrodynamics of particle loading in the mechanical weir
structures. These weir structures have a large gap between the top of the weir and the coverslip,
and thus it was unclear whether particles could be stably held in them. Fortunately, we found we
could readily capture large groups of individual polystyrene beads using our large-gap weirs.
Interestingly, we discovered, through repeated assays run at varying flow rates that our large-gap
weirs displayed size-selective loading responses where mid-sized beads (20-30 µm diameter)
loaded into the arrays most effectively. For cases where beads were sized below this range, we
routinely witnessed weir unloading where beads wrapped laterally around the particle trap and
swept out of the system by passing fluid flow. Conversely, in cases where beads were sized
larger than the
optimal
diameter
range, we regularly
saw bead release
via
a
vertical
cascading
mechanism where
individual
beads
rotated over the
weir
tops
and
progressed
downstream.
We
Figure 3: (A) Schematic contrasting our large-gap weir implementation (left)
are now in the
with prior small-gap designs (right). (B) Image of 27 μm beads loaded into a
process of studying
large array (scale bar = 180 µm). (C) Loading responses of arrays of weirs for
the hydrodynamics
different sized particles and different weir geometries. At left, we show loading
behind
these
of various sized-beads into PPS weirs at 50 µL/min (black curve) and 125
behaviors. Overall,
µL/min (red curve). At right we compare loading of 10 μm and 15 μm beads
into PPS weirs versus SU-8 weirs at the same flowrate (10 μl/min), showing the
our results suggest
difference in size selectivity between the PPS and SU-8 designs.
that large-gap weirs
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operate according to mechanics distinct from narrow-gap weirs, and that their capture capabilities
are exceptionally sensitive to trap geometries that we can readily tune.
2. Optical cell sorting for cell cytometry
Sponsors
NIH NCRR
Singapore-MIT Alliance
American Society for Engineering Education Department of Defense fellowship.
Project Staff
Joseph Kovac, Brianna Petrone
We have achieved new, enabling results in our image-based cell sorting efforts. Our goal with
this project is to create a cell sorting device that integrates with a traditional automated
fluorescence microscope, thereby adding cell sorting functionality to microscopy. Presently, the
most widespread cell sorting technology is fluorescence activated cell sorting (FACS), which
cannot resolve subtle but important details such as protein localization within a cell, temporal
protein expression with single cell resolution, and cell morphology, among other properties.
Allowing researchers to predicate sorting decisions based on images will enable entirely new
types of assays addressing the underlying causes of phenotypes more complex and informative
than those which can be recognized with FACS.
Our optofluidic-based approach has matured into a fully functional platform immediately capable
of useful image-based sorts. As described before (Figure 4), this device consists of a
PDMS/glass microfluidic device with a >10,000-site microwell array patterned into the flow
chamber floor. Loading cells into the device simply requires injecting cells into the flow chamber,
where gravity causes them to settle onto the flow chamber floor, causing some cells to become
confined into the microwells. After using a clearing buffer to flush away cells that are un-trapped,
we then image the device, locating cells of interest. We then reinstate buffer flow and serially
focus a weakly-focused laser beam onto cells of interest, using the scattering force of the beam to
levitate cells into the flow stream where they are released and swept downstream for collection.
This approach is highly scalable, as it does not require that any interconnects run to each trap
site, and simply requires an inexpensive laser diode to actuate the cells.
Having scaled the array size in excess of 10,000 sites and having demonstrated our ability to
reliably address single cells within an array of this size, we have turned our efforts to demonstrate
a sort unavailable with FACS and to thoroughly quantify the capabilities of our technique. We first
demonstrated our ability to sort cells based on fluorescence localization (Figure 5). In this assay
we showed that we could
distinguish
between
a
population of MCF7 cells
that had been transfected
with a fluorescent protein
that localized to the
nucleus
and
an
untransfected
MCF7
population that had been
stained with a diffuse
whole-cell stain. Because
our technique is imageFigure 4: Principle of operation. (A) Injection and settling of cells
based, we could determine
into microwells due to gravity. (B) Flushing of un-trapped cells, imaging
fluorescence localization by
array, and determining array sites containing cells of interest. (C)
overlaying the spectrallyLevitation of desired cell into flow stream. (D) Release of desired cell
indistinguishable
orange
into flow stream for downstream collection.
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channel with brightfield
images, allowing us to
determine
the
protein
localization as nuclear or
whole-cell.
We
next
quantified
operational and sorting
performance.
We
performed
three
experiments in which we
sorted a binary mixture of
red-fluorescent and greenfluorescent cells. Before
sorting,
the
ratio
of
red/green cells averaged
~1/17, while after sorting to
retrieve
red-fluorescent
cells, the ratio increased to
Figure 5: Localization-based cell sorting. We sorted a mixture of two
MCF7 cell types: transfected, expressing a nuclear-confined
~6/1, representing ~100x
fluorescent construct, and non-transfected, stained with a diffuse
enrichment of the minority
whole-cell stain (double-stained green for verification). Here we
cell population, while in one
demonstrate our ability to remove only cells with nuclear-localized
trial we achieved up to
staining.
155x enrichment.
We
started with trapped cell population sizes of ~3000 cells and attempted to remove ~120
cells/experiment. Cell removal was successful ~80% of the time; the other 20% of the time cells
became stuck in their respective microwells due to non-specific surface interactions.
We also studied the effect that our method had on cell viability. We typically apply 100-150 mW
of optical power at 980 nm for 3-30s at a spot diameter of ~ 9 μm to remove cells. Optical
tweezers literature studying the optical damage threshold of cells has reported damage onset at
power and energy densities orders of magnitude higher than those that we use to sort cells.
Because we need only to use the optical scattering force, tight focusing is not a requirement for
us, allowing our incident intensities to be much lower. We directly confirmed cell viability
ourselves using a Trypan Blue exclusion assay, which reports the membrane integrity of cells.
Cells irradiated with the harshest optical exposures that we would use during sorting presented
negligible Trypan Blue exclusion changes from un-irradiated controls, experimentally suggesting
that our method does not affect viability.
Last, we quantified our ability to physically remove cells from our device and plate them into
another culture vessel, a crucial last step in applications where sub-culturing or off-chip detection
techniques are used (Figure
6). Our sorted cells flow
into an output reservoir
which
can
be
easily
accessed using a standard
micropipippetor
(not
shown). In two trials, we
demonstrated an average
retrieval rate of ~50%, and
we believe that we can
significantly improve this
figure in future designs.
Figure 6: Enrichment of a rare cell population
(A) shows a
Our work in demonstrating
the
true
image-based
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representative image of the cell mixture before sorting, while (B)
shows a cell population following sorting at the output reservoir. This
level of enrichment is typical for experiments with our architecture.
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sorting capabilities, quantifying the sorting performance, and assessing the impact of our
technique on cell health has yielded a system that is truly capable of performing useful imagebased sorts. We are presently evaluating a number of potential applications for this technology,
with an emphasis on genetic screens requiring image-based readout. We believe that our
optofluidic approach will present a unique capability in the near future for assaying the underlying
reasons for phenotypes too complex to detect with current sorting technologies.
3. Microfluidic perfusion for modulating the stem cell microenvironment
Sponsors
National Institute of Biomedical Imaging and Bioengineering
Project Staff
Katarina Blagović , Lily Y. Kim , Laralynne Przybyla, Alison Skelley
Overview
Stem cells are powerful biological models as they may offer insights to fundamental issues in
biocomplexity, as well as developmental biology and disease pathogenesis. For these reasons,
intense effort is being focused on characterizing and manipulating cellular microenvironment as it
plays an important role in determining the biological state of embryonic stem cells (ESCs).
However, conventional cell culture methods provide incomplete control over cellular
microenvironment, especially with respect to cell-secreted diffusible factors. Our approach is to
use microfabricated culture systems to create a “neutral background” free of cell-secreted factors,
and thus enable the study of defined media conditions for self-renewal and differentiation as a
supplement to standard techniques. To this end, we have developed a microfluidic device that
uses perfusion to sweep away diffusible signals (cell-secreted factors), establishing a cleaner
experimental system with more control over the soluble microenvironment.
Technology Background
We
have
designed
and
fabricated a two-layered PDMS
perfusion device that contains
two sets of triplicate culture
chambers,
allowing
implementation
of
different
culture conditions (two types of
media, flow-rates, and/or cell
types) on the same chip (Figure
7).
The
device
design
incorporates
pneumatically
actuated valves modeled after
Irimia et al., which enables
different parts of the device to
be fluidically isolated during
different
stages
of
the
experiment.
Individually
addressable valves facilitate cell
loading and enable selective
placement of cells within culture
chambers only. Integrating an
active bubble trap additionally
increased
the
system
robustness. Such a system

Figure 7: (A) Image of the perfusion device. (B) Schematic view
of a valve cross-section. The valve consists of two PDMS layers
bonded together and clamped to a microscope slide. The closed
valve (atmospheric pressure) prevents fluid flow (B, top). A
vacuum is applied to lift the valve seal, allowing fluid flow (B,
bottom). (C) Schematic of the device. (D) Typical operational
modes used in our perfusion experiments. Arrows show the
direction of fluid flow. Valves can be used in various combinations
throughout different stages of the experiment.
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enables greater control over extracellular microenvironment by controlling media composition via
continuous perfusion and allows for extraction of cells from individual chambers for further offchip analysis (RT-PCR, FACS).
Current Research
Nutritional effects on mESC proliferation in perfusion
We have recently been investigating the effect of glucose concentration and perfusion flowrate on
mESC growth under microfluidic perfusion. First, we performed experiments where we cultured
mESCs for three days across a logarithmic range of flow-rates in standard (high glucose) ES
media and a low-glucose variation (Figure 8b). At low flow-rates, moderately sized cell colonies
are located upstream, and colony size decreases as one travels downstream. At high flow-rates,
conversely, the cells filled almost the entire channel, with little to no difference between upstream
and downstream locations. At low glucose, one sees the growth response shift downward and
toward higher velocity, consistent with the hypothesis that glucose is the growth-limiting
substance.

Figure 8: Experimental vs. modeled area of mESC colonies at various flowrates and two
glucose conditions. (b) Experimental results: averaged total cell area at channel outputs as a
function of flow-rate. (c) Modeling results of glucose depletion and cell proliferation. Using two
fitting parameters, the normalized cell areas at the outlets show similar trends to the
experimental data.

To further investigate the space- and flow-rate-dependent proliferation of mESCs under
perfusion, we created a coupled convection-reaction-diffusion model for glucose uptake coupled
to a cell proliferation model that would determine cell-concentration evolution under variations in
flow-rate and channel location. The results of this model Figure 8c are similar in shape and value
to experiments, strongly suggesting that glucose is the dominant factor behind our results. The
model now allows us to design perfusion devices that have either graded or uniform nutritional
environments.
Neuronal differentiation
Using the flow-rates ranges empirically established by the logarithmic microfluidic perfusion
arrays (MPAs) previously developed in our lab we have used our MPA device, shown in (Figure
7), to demonstrate the ability of perfusion culture to affect diffusible signaling.
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We have used a completely
defined serum-free media
(N2B27) that is sufficient for
differentiating
cells
into
neuronal precurosors in static
cultures in petri dishes (Figure
9a-c). When we cultured cells
in perfusion in N2B27, most
cells
died
and
no
differentiation was observed
(Figure 9d-f). In parallel
chambers on the same chip
we cultured cells in N2B27
that had been supplemented
with media containing cellsecreted factors from a static
culture (known as conditioned
media,
CM).
In
this
N2B27+CM media, we were
able to restore growth and
differentiation as shown in
(Figure 9g-i).

Figure 9: To assess the effect of microfluidic perfusion on the
biological state of cells we first plated cells in serum-containing
media in static culture (a) and in a perfusion device, (d) and (g). One
set of chambers was perfused with a defined differentiation media
(N2B27). The other three chambers were perfused with N2B27+CM.
After 6 days, in static culture cells proliferated (b) and differentiated
as assessed by a Sox1-GFP marker (c). N2B27 was not sufficient
for cells to proliferate (e) or differentiate in perfusion culture (f).
N2B27+CM restored both proliferation (h) and differentiation as
indicated by Sox1-GFP in the fluorescence image (i).

We showed that the media
sufficient for differentiating
cells into neuronal precursors
in static culture, did not allow cells to proliferate or differentiate on-chip, presumably because one
or more cell-secreted factors that are present in a static environment are perfused away in our
microfluidic system.
Self-renewal
The results above as well as others in our lab suggest that mESCs are not able to grow under
perfusion in a completely defined, serum-free media. N2B27 media supplemented with LIF and
BMP4 but without serum can be used to grow and maintain mESCs in static culture. However,
under perfusion where other cell-secreted factors are swept away, mESCs cannot reach
confluency in N2B27 media without the addition of some combination of soluble factors.
We are currently trying to explore this phenomenon to determine exactly what factors are
necessary to allow mESCs to proliferate to confluency while maintaining their ESC qualities. This
can occur under perfusion in N2B27 media with added LIF, BMP4, and serum, but the
components of serum that are specifically responsible are unclear. Thus, we have begun to
sequentially add back factors and assess their individual or synergistic effects on the growth of
mESCs.
Preliminary results suggest that while cells are not able to reach confluency in N2B27 media with
LIF and BMP4, they do reach confluency in the presence of LIF, BMP4, and Activin. Under
conditions where cells did not reach confluency, there seemed to be a higher density of cells at
the chamber output than the input, suggesting a potential loss of factors important for initial cell
survival or growth. We are currently developing technologies to more quantitatively assess cell
growth between and within chambers.
Overall, our results with serum-free cultures set the foundation for using microfluidic perfusion as
a powerful tool for investigating the role of autocrine/paracrine signaling in stem cell self-renewal
and differentiation.
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4. Stem cell interactions and growth
Sponsors
NIH NCRR
Project Staff
Nikhil Mittal, Stephanie Flavin
Embryonic stem cells (ESCs) are cells that have the unique potential of being able to produce
any cell type in the adult animal via a process called differentiation. While ESCs can differentiate
to produce any type of cell, they can also divide to produce two daughter stem cells. This process
is called self-renewal. Establishing proper culture techniques that permit self-renewal is a crucial
step for maintaining stem cell cultures, as well as for expanding stem cell populations – a step
that would likely precede any stem cell therapy. When expanding ESCs for therapeutic use, it will
likely be important to do this via self-renewal, since the expansion potential of these cells
decreases with increasing differentiation. For example, blood stem cells which are currently the
best characterized adult stem cells, can only be expanded ~ 20-fold in vitro. Additionally, hESCs
are usually propagated using a combination of fibroblast feeder cultures and serum components,
but ideally this propagation should be performed in a defined medium, and without feeders, in
order to reproducibly obtain a safer source of cells for transplantation.
We have been investigating the effects of cell-cell interactions on the growth of mouse ESCs
(mESCs). Cell-cell interactions consist of diffusible signaling and cell-cell contact (juxtacrine
signaling), and are important in numerous biological processes such as tumor growth, stem cell
differentiation, and stem cell self-renewal. A number of methods currently exist to modulate cell
signaling in vitro. One method of modulating the total amount of diffusible signaling is to vary the
cell seeding density during culture. A more specific approach for modulating cell signaling is to
use molecular inhibitors or genetic approaches to knock down specific signaling proteins, but both
of these methods are best suited to manipulating small numbers of molecules. We have
previously demonstrated a new approach to modulating cell-cell signaling that modulates the
local environment of a cluster of cells by placing different numbers of cells at desired locations on
a substrate. This method provides a complementary way to control the local diffusible and
juxtacrine signaling between cells.
Our method makes
hundreds-tothousands
of
microwells, each
sized to hold
either a single
cell
or
small
numbers of cells
(Figure 10a). We
load the chip with
cells simply by
pipetting
them
onto the array of
wells
and
washing
unloaded cells off
the array. The
chip
is
then
flipped onto a
substrate,
whereby the cells
fall out of the

use of the Bio Flip Chip (BFC), a microfabricated silicone chip containing

Figure 10: The colony-forming efficiency of a cluster of cells increases with the
initial number of cells in it. (a) The BFC can be used to deposit clusters of cells
containing different numbers of cells. These cells are able to grow into colonies in
the device. Shown here are mESC colonies expressing the self-renewal marker
Oct-4. (b) The average colony-forming efficiency of a single cell within a cluster
increases with its number of initial neighbors. The colony forming efficiency of a
cluster of cells (pn) is related to the single cell CFE (p1) by pn = 1 − (1 − p1 ) n .
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wells and onto the substrate, maintaining their patterning. After the cells have attached, the chip
can be removed (or left on). This approach to cell patterning is unique in that it (1) doesn’t alter
the chemistry of the substrate, thus allowing cells to proliferate and migrate, (2) allows patterning
onto any substrate, including tissue-culture polystyrene, glass, matrigel, and even feeder cell
layers.
We have used the BFC to study the effect of local density on the colony-forming efficiency (CFE)
of mouse embryonic stem cells (mESCs). By measuring the CFE of clusters of mESCs containing
varying numbers of cells, and could determine whether cells behaved independently when plated
as a cluster. If cells were behaving independently (no signaling), then the CFE of a 4-cell cluster
should be related to that of a single-cell cluster in a predictable manner (described in Figure 10).
Instead, we found that the colony-forming efficiency of mESCs increases with the number of
cells in the initial cluster (Figure 10b), suggesting that cells within a cluster are communicating
with each other.
Next, we determined whether this effect is at least partly modulated by paracrine signaling.
Initially we modulated paracrine signaling by varying the plating density of cells. We determined
that the growth rate of mESCs increases with the plating density for densities between 250 cm-2
and 10,000 cm-2 (Figure 11a). We also checked that this effect is not merely due to varying
attachment efficiencies, since this effect is prevalent from Day 1-2 of culture as well. Finally, we
have observed that conditioned media from cells grown at 10,000-30,000 cm-2 increased the
growth rate of cells relative to control (Figure 11b). These results suggest the existence of a
diffusible factor that increases the growth rate of mESCs.

Figure 11: (a) Fold growth of mESCs from day 0 to 1 and day 1 to 2 as a function of
initial plating density. The growth of mESCs in culture is density-dependent. (b)
Variation in the fold growth from day 1 to 2 for cells cultured in standard medium
(control) or cells cultured in conditioned media (CM) from a self-renewing culture. The
growth of mESCs from day 1-2 can be modulated by mESC conditioned medium.

We are now following up on these results by investigating the mechanism behind these results,
with the aim of harnessing the cell-cell interactions to improve ESC culture.
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5. Investigating the roles of mESC interactions on stem cell fate decision at the colony
level
Sponsors
NIH NIBIB
Project Staff
Somponnat Sampattavanich
Overview
In addition to examining stem cell biology of embryonic stem cells (ESCs) at the single-cell level,
we are also interested in determining the impacts of the natural cell clustering of ESCs, visually
seen as ‘colonies’, on their fate decision. While prior
investigations have shown that extrinsic factors such
as LIF, BMP4, and Wnt3a are sufficient to maintain
self-renewal of murine embryonic stem cells
(mESCs) in vitro, recent studies continue to illustrate
that autoregulatory signals from mESCs themselves
also play key roles in determining their cell fates.
Under constraining conditions, heterogeneous cell
populations can be observed across each individual
colony of mESCs. The survival and expansion rates
of mESCs were found to occasionally be dependent
on the initial cell plating density. Characterization of
autoregulatory signals in ESCs is therefore
obligatory in developing techniques to derive and
maintain purely undifferentiated ESC lines in vitro as
the primary source of stem cells for the potential
cellular therapies.
For investigation purpose, we differentiate colonylevel interactions in mESCs into two distinct scales:
1) the inter-colony interactions and 2) the intracolony interactions (Figure 12).
Inter-colony
interactions are mediated only via diffusive ligands
secreted by the neighboring mESC colonies. We
examine inter-colony interactions by correlating the
colony phenotype to the intensity of diffusive
signaling. Diffusible signaling between colonies can
be modulated by varying the colony size and spacing
Figure 12: Investigation of mESC
as well as by altering the medium replenishing
interactions at the colony level.
frequency.
On the other hand, intra-colony
interactions can be mediated both via short-range
diffusive factors and via cell-adhesion molecules. Instead of trying to determine the mechanisms
that cells within the colony interact to one another, we focus our initial efforts in characterizing the
‘colony niche’, to identify the internal configuration of the colony that may induce or prohibit
specific stem cell fates. The phenotypes of different stem cell populations will be monitored at the
end of the experiment in reference with their initial positioning within the colony.
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Technology Background
To create arrays of ESC colonies for the study of inter-colony interactions, we used stencil cell
patterning to precisely localize ESC colonies of various sizes and spacing on the substrates
(Figure 13A). A master mold is used to microfabricate stencil by curing liquid silicone that is filled
between the mold and a flat glass substrate. The stencil surface prevents most cells from
adhering to the substrate surface. Cells that can sink into the stencil holes will eventually form
colonies on the substrate. Because our cell patterning technique does not modulate the surface
chemistry of the substrate, the patterned ESC colonies are motile and can also expand normally,
potentially avoiding confounding phenotypic side effects that occur in standard cell patterning
approaches, where cells are prevented from migrating or dividing onto nearby substrate.
To construct colonies of which internal cell organization is pre-configured, we developed a novel
cell patterning called stencil-delineated electroactive patterning (S-DEP) (Figure 13B). S-DEP
allows formation of patterns-within-patterns needed to form heterotypic cell clusters. In this
combined strategy, stencils define overarching geometries of the colonies while negativedielectrophoretic forcing guides subgroupings of cells to desired positions within the colonies. By
labeling different cell populations and monitoring the internal colony organization over time, the
effects of the original positioning of the cells on their ultimate phenotypes can be determined.

Figure 13: Microtechnologies developed to investigate mESC interactions at colony level. A) Stencil cell
patterning is used to construct regular arrays of mESC colonies with defined colony size and spacing.
The patterning procedure includes 1) attaching the stencil to the substrate, 2) load the cell suspension
and 3) removing the stencil from the substrate. The two subfigures on the right demonstrate patterned
mESC colonies at day 0 and day 3. Scale bar = 200 µm. B) S-DEP is used to create colonies with
complex internal cell organization for the study of intra-colony interactions. After attaching stencil to the
substrate, the 1st cell type (red cells) is aligned with N-DEP forcing preconfigured by the design of the
electrodes. After the 1st cell type attached, cell suspension of the 2nd cell type (green cells) is loaded to
fill up the empty space in the stencil hole. The stencil is then removed. Scale bar = 50 µm.

Current Research
Our recent efforts on the study of inter-colony interactions were to validate the developed platform
to modulate the intensity of diffusive signals between colonies. Because the autoregulatory
signaling of mESCs have not been completely characterized, we instead used A431 cells whose
autocrine signaling via TGFα/EGFR pathway is better studied for this purpose. The colony
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patterns were designed to create graded local levels of autocrine ligands in space while
maintaining the same global ligand concentration. We successfully determined the effective
length scale where autocrine signaling becomes dominant and operates in a community mode.
We are currently using this platform to investigate similar phenomenon for mESCs.
For the study of intra-colony interactions, we recently demonstrated the use of S-DEP to pattern
colonies with complex internal cell organization. We successfully patterned single-cell-wide strips
of red-stained cells with green-stained-cell background within the stencil-defined square
footprints. Improving upon the developed technology, we are currently designing a new S-DEP
platform that will be able to construct hundreds of mESC colonies with multiple internal colony
organizations on one whole chip. This technology will be used to characterize the impacts of
positioning of cells within the colony on the stem cell fate decision.
6. Microfluidic pairing and fusion for studying stem cell fusion and reprogramming
Sponsors
NIBIB
Postdoctoral Associate
Alison Skelley
Overview
Stem cells have the ability to differentiate into mature tissues and organs. Cloning experiments,
such as Dolly the sheep, have demonstrated that somatic cells can be reprogrammed back to an
pluripotent state, and that these cells can give rise to further organs and animals. Such advances
show that the process of reprogramming can potentially yield donor-specific tissues, generated
from differentiated adult cells, preventing immunological rejection.
One method for
reprogramming cells is via fusion of a somatic cell with an embryonic stem cell. Cell fusion
promises to be a scalable approach o reprogramming, and millions of cells in theory can be fused
in parallel using commercially available chemical of electrical stimuli. One significant limitation,
however, is that the cells are not properly paired prior to fusion, resulting in a high background of
incorrectly fused or non-fused cells and necessitating days of culturing and colony picking to
isolate the desired fusions. Our goal is to develop a microfluidic device that can properly pair and
fuse cells.
Technology Background
Our system relies upon the principle of hydrodynamic trapping. The top PDMS surface of the
device has features, or “capture combs,” that extend vertically into the flow-through channel
(Figure 14A). The combs are fabricated with cell-sized pockets, and are held off the bottom
surface by small pillars on either side of the capture pocket. We physically organize the capture
combs to allow sequential capture and pairing of two different cells types (Figure 14B). During
loading, the first cell suspension is loaded (UP) so that single cells are captured in the smaller
cup on the backside of the capture comb. This cup is sized to fit only single cells. Next, the flow
is reversed, and the cells are all transferred into the larger capture cup. This transfer step takes
advantage of the laminar flow in the microfluidic channel, and all of the cells are transferred and
re-capture simultaneously within ~ 0.5 s. Finally, the second cell suspension is loaded (DOWN)
and the second cell type is captured in the larger comb that is sized to fit only 2 cells.
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Current Research
We have previously demonstrated
the ability to fuse cells in the
device, and more recently have
been
able
to
demonstrate
unprecedented
fusion
as
compared to commercial devices.
As shown in Figure 15A, the
microfluidic
device
obtained
higher fusion efficiencies for all
cell pairs tried, and for both PEG
fusion and electrofusion, when
compared to conventional PEG
fusion in a tube and to
conventional electrofusion in a
commercial fusion chamber.
Fusions of embryonic stem cells
with fibroblasts have been used to
demonstrate the capability of ES
cells to reprogram somatic cells.
To show that our microfluidic
device can also generate viable
hybrids between ES cells and
MEFs, we fused Hygromycinresistant mESCs with Puromycin-

Figure 14: (A) SEM images of the silicone cell fusion
microdevice, showing an overview (top) of a 2-mm × 2-mm
capture area, and (bottom) a close-up of the capture comb and
support posts. (B) Schematic and red/green/transmitted-light
overlay photos of the two-cell loading process.

Figure 15: (A) Comparison of fusion efficiency of the microfluidic device, assessed both
visually (purple) and via an automated algorithm (green) and of conventional approaches,
for both PEG-based fusion and electrofusion, and for various combinations of cells. (B)
Images of mESC colonies stained for alkaline phosphatase (top) and expressing oct4GFP( bottom) formed upon fusion-mediated reprogramming of mouse embryonic
fibroblasts.

resistant MEFs in our device and cultured them under ES cell conditions. After 14 days under
double-selection, ESC-like colonies were observed, which stained positive for alkaline
phosphatase (Figure 15B). The aforementioned Puromycin-resistant MEFs also carried an Oct4GFP reporter in their endogenous Oct4-locus, and as shown in Figure 15B, we were able to
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detect AP-positive colonies which also expressed GFP demonstrating that our device is suitable
to generate viable hybrids and observe reprogramming of MEFs after fusion with ES cells.

7. Iso-Dielectric Separation for Continuous-Flow Cell Screening
Sponsors
NIBIB
Singapore-MIT Alliance
Project Staff
Michael Vahey, Salil Desai
Overview
Genetic or phenotypic screens require the ability to select a small fraction of targeted cells from a
large, heterogeneous background. One of the largest challenges in applied biology is to perform
these screens in a way that possesses both high throughput and high purity. Our approach to
this problem is to develop a new equilibrium method, called iso-dielectric separation (IDS), for
sorting cells based upon electrically distinguishable phenotypes. Equilibrium methods sort cells
according to their intrinsic properties, and thus do not require that any labels be developed and
applied to the targeted cells. Furthermore, they have the potential to be both preparative and
analytic, meaning that they are able to provide both separation as well as quantitative information
about the population of cells. The IDS device developed in our lab exhibits all of these
characteristics, and offers the additional advantage of operating under continuous-flow. This
enables high throughput, label-free, analytic and preparative separations capable of resolving
multiple sub-populations of cells from heterogeneous backgrounds in a microfluidic format.
Figure 16 presents an overview of the device concept and operation. A particle or cell in a
spatially
non-uniform
electric field experiences
a force proportional to its
polarizability.
Because
the polarizability of a
particle is a function of the
electrical conductivity of
that particle as well as
that of the surrounding
medium, a cell placed in a
conductivity
gradient
spanning an appropriate
range
will
be
characterized by the point
along this gradient where
its polarizability vanishes.
This corresponds to the
matching of cell and
Figure 16: Concept and implementation of IDS. (A) Layout of the
medium
electrical
device, consisting of two inlets, a diffusive mixer to establish the
properties at a particular
electrical conductivity gradient, and a separation channel, along which
location, which we refer to
diagonal pairs of electrodes are arranged. (B) Operation of the device:
cells are carried by flow to electrodes across the channel diagonal. The
as the iso-dielectric point
DEP force resolves with hydrodynamic drag to direct the particle across
(IDP).
Using
the width of the channel, in the direction of decreasing conductivity and
dielectrophoresis, it is
thus towards the iso-dielectric point (IDP). To the right is a fluorescence
possible to direct particles
micrograph of polystyrene beads deflected by the electrodes prior to
to their IDPs, enabling the
reaching their IDP (arrow).
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separation of electrically distinguishable particles. Importantly, although the polarization of a cell
generally depends on factors other than the electrical conductivity and permittivity (e.g. size and
shape), by selecting cells based upon their IDPs, we are able to suppress sensitivity to these
additional factors. Thus IDS offers the potential for conductivity-specific separations, even in the
presence of large variability in size.
Current Research
IDS for cell separation and characterization
The current implementation of IDS uses a diffusive mixer to generate a smooth, linear
conductivity gradient from two input solutions. Cells enter the device with the higher conductivity
solution, where they remain until they encounter electrodes arranged across the diagonal of the
channel which dielectrophoretically deflect particles in the direction of decreasing conductivity
(Figure 16B). If the range of the conductivity gradient is chosen appropriately, this will continue
until the cells are sufficiently close to their IDPs that the drag force overwhelms DEP, and they
flow unobstructed to the outlets for collection. In this way, we are able to map an electrically
distinguishable phenotype to a position along the width of a microfluidic channel.
To date, we have tested the device using polystyrene beads, vesicles, yeast, and E. coli,
demonstrating separation of polystyrene beads based on surface conductance, and yeast
according to viability. More recently, we have explored using IDS to perform analytic separations,
in which quantitative information is extracted from a sample as it is sorted. Applying this
technique to characterize functionalized microspheres, the budding yeast S. cerevisiae, and
mouse pro B cells (BA/F3s), we have been able to measure the electrical properties of cells and
particles spanning three orders of magnitude in volume (~1-1000 μm3) and conductivity (~1-1000
mS/m) (Figure 17). In particular, we have used IDS to characterize the changes in the yeast cell
wall following heat treatment. The ability to accurately characterize the properties of cells across
both frequency and conductivity and relate these properties to phenotypic differences (e.g.
changes in the porosity and thickness of the yeast cell wall) could enable new applications;
towards this end, we have begun characterizing yeast strains containing non-lethal gene
deletions to determine which of these affect electrical phenotype.
Particle-Particle Interactions
To better understand the
performance
of
IDS
and
electrical separation methods in
general, we are studying how
particles subjected to electric
and hydrodynamic fields couple
to each other in microfluidic
devices. This coupling can lead
to substantial improvement or
degradation in the performance
of a separation (e.g. its
throughput or purity) depending
upon the particular mechanism
by
which
separation
is
achieved.
Figure 17: Separation and characterization of cells and particles
using IDS. By measuring the spatial distribution of cells as they
exit the device under different conditions and fitting to these
distributions, we are able to quantify physical and physiological
properties.
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As one example of how
particle
interactions
alter separation, we
investigated
their
influence
in
two
separation
methods:
IDS,
and
dielectrophoretic fieldflow fractionation (DEPFFF). In both methods,
polarized
particles
Figure 18: Particle interactions in DEP-FFF. (A) Interacting particles do
coalesce into clusters at
not align to their ideal equilibrium heights, in contrast to non-interacting
high
particle
particles (inset). (B) Plots showing particles eluted versus time, where at
concentrations
and
high concentrations, aggregation broadens the time distributions and
grow
by
entraining
reduces the purity of the separation. Vertical lines show elution times
other particles. Highpredicted from equilibrium heights at infinite dilution.
purity
separation
requires
either
disaggregating these
clusters, or preventing
their
formation
altogether
(i.e.
operating
at
low
particle
concentrations).
In
DEP-FFF, aggregates
can form as particles
attain their equilibrium
heights above the
substrate.
Because
Figure 19: Separating particles by modulating their polarizabilities. (A)
the clusters are not
Simulations of a disaggregating particle cluster as the particles’
disaggregated,
polarizabilities are relaxed at different rates. (B) Results of numerical
sorting them in a
simulations as in (A), showing how as the size of the aggregate (N)
parabolic velocity field
increases, the purity of the separation (i.e. difference between the eluted
leads
to
reduced
fractions at particular times) improves. As the concentration is increased, the
distributions shift closer to the times at which each polarizability reaches zero
separation purity as
(vertical bars).
the
particle
concentration
increases (Figure 18); high purity thus requires low concentration. IDS adopts an alternate
approach to separation, in which particle clusters first form under conditions of high polarizability
before relaxing the polarizabilities of the particles to zero; this enhances the specificity of the
separation for higher concentrations (Figure 19). Improving our understanding of how these
interactions effect the performance of a separation has the potential to both improve quantitative
predictions as well as suggest new methods for sorting particles which mitigate or leverage these
interactions to obtain better performance.
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8. Cyborg moth flexible multi-electrode arrays
Sponsors
DARPA
Project Staff
Wei Mong Tsang
Overview
Significant interest exists in creating insect-based Micro-Air-Vehicles (MAVs) that would combine
advantageous features of insects—small size, relatively large payload capacity, navigation
ability—with the benefits of MEMS and electronics—sensing, actuation and information
processing. Researchers have reported the use of MEMS-based electrodes, implanted into the
muscle of pupae, to control the wing motion of the moth Manduca Sexta, leading to rudimentary
turning behavior in a moth hung by wires. Alternatively, another group has implanted conventional
silver wires into the muscle of adult beetles to enable flight control.
Our goal is to develop a flexible electrode array that provides multisite stimulation in the moth's
abdominal nerve cord. These flexible multisite electrodes (FMEs) are be able to implant into moth
(Manduca Sexta) pupae and directly interface with the central nervous system (CNS) of the moth
for flight control. This effort is a part of a larger joint project between the Massachusetts Institute
of Technology, the University of Arizona and the University of Washington to develop the tools
and technologies capable of guiding the flight of the self-powered moth.

Figure 20: Schematics of (A) penetrating electrode, (B) cuff electrode and (C) modified split-ring
electrode.

Historically, the design of neural stimulation electrodes, including penetrating electrodes and cuff
electrodes as shown in Figure 20, have been focused on applications for mammals. However, the
neural systems of insects are significantly smaller than those of mammals. Penetrating electrodes
typically have a shaft-shaped tip containing several stimulation sites, which are difficult to scale
down for insect applications while maintaining sufficient numbers of the stimulation sites in the tip
region. Alternatively, the cuff electrodes, which are often manufactured by bonding together two
sheets of flexible insulation of different lengths with electrode sandwiched between them, are
difficult or impossible to fabricate using standard MEMS fabrication technology. Moreover, the
insertion process of these electrodes will be difficult due to the small size of the nerve cord.
Technology Background
We have adopted a modified split-ring structure for the FMEs (Figure 20C). The FMEs are
comprised of two layers of polyimide (PI) with gold sandwiched in-between. The split-ring
structure allows the FME to be easily inserted into the nerve cord, and the stimulation sites are on
flexible tabs that protrude into the split ring and will penetrate to nerve cord. Moreover, the
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excellent flexibility of the PI can minimize any
injury to the nerve cord attributed to electrode
insertion or due to relative motion between the
FME and nerve cord during the development and
movement of the moth. Finally, carbon nanotubes
can be coated on the stimulation sites by dropcasting deposition to enhance the charge injection
capability of the FME. The fabrication process of
the FMEs is shown in Figure 21.
Current Research
The FMEs can be inserted into pupae at the
ventral fourth abdominal position as early as 7
days before the adult moth emerges. At this
position, FME stimulation causes the abdomen to
flex, providing ruddering of the moth during flight.
Implanted pupae were able to develop into adult
moths with normal flight characteristics, and
dissected adult moths showed apparent growth of
the dorsal pad connective tissue on the polyimide
surface (Figure 22) and around the side of the
electrode, providing evidence both of the
biocompatibility of the electrodes and their ability
to integrate into the nervous system.

Figure 21: Fabrication process of the FME.

(A)

FME

(B)

FME
tissue

Figure 22: Images show (A) an adult moth
with a pupae-implanted FME protruding from
its abdomen and (B) growth of dorsal pad
connective tissue around an implanted FME.

We were able to stimulate pupae and adult moths.
In pupae, we observed abdominal flexion using
square wave pulses of ≥ 2 volts at various pairs of
the stimulation sites, and similar behavior was observed in tethered adult moths (Figure 23). In
loosely tethered flight, we have used this abdominal ruddering to cause the normally hovering
moth to change its abdominal angle, leading to a change in flight direction (not shown). Finally,
FMEs with CNT coating FEM achieved an enhancement of ~40 times in charge injection capacity
as compared to the bare FME at the vitro test in saline medium (not shown).
(a)

Stimulation Off

Stimulation On

(b)

Figure 23: Images show abdominal motion of (a)
a pupa and (b) an adult moth before and during
electrical stimulation.
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